BIRMINGHAM FOOD COUNCIL
& ITS CONTRIBUTION TO THE CITY

During a strategic review of our work (mainly carried out during 2017-18) we decided to categorise our activities slightly
differently, focussing on food safety, assurance and integrity, food system economics and the strategic challenges of food
security. This year, too, we consolidated an earlier decision to engage young people in Birmingham to communicate
aspects of the food issues raised by our work through multi-media arts project, and brought curator Ian Sergeant to help
us do this.
The info-diagram below summarises our major activities during 2018-19 under our three activity categories laid out
against local, national and global concerns:

Please note that the local-national-global dimensions overlap. As with all other cities, Birmingham has a global foot
footprint, brought to us via a complex network of operations. many under EU and national regulatory systems. Hence
what is relevant nationally or globally can have significant relevance locally, while some local developments can have
impact beyond the region. For example, The Game was designed and developed with local socio-political makers in
mind and several national organisations have expressed interest in it.

1 Birmingham Standard
In 2017-18, the Food Council, along with Birmingham Environmental Health and BWCH NHS Foundation Trust
began to define a ‘Bimringham Standard’ for catering services in schools, hospitals et al. Little progress was made in the
year, though this year (2019-20), the notion is being revived.

2 Food Hygiene Rating Scheme (FHRS) project

We began our project to raise FHRs in
Birmingham nurseries, schools, and care homes in Food Hygiene Rating
2015-16. During 2018-19, we sent out 23 letters to
schools and nurseries whose scores where ‘nonNurseries before letters
compliant’; i.e. 2 or less.
We’re pleased to report that, on average, nurseries Nurseries after letters
increased their scores by 2.6 points, and schools by
Schools before letters
2.4 points. There are currently (Sept 2019) only
four schools in Birmingham with a non-compliant Schools after letters
FHR; i.e. score of 2 or less.
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Briefing note for Justin Varney
Other types of caring premises haven’t shown any improvement; there are currently 12 care homes, 8 nurseries and one
hospital that are non-compliant. There are also 5 non-compliant premises classed as “other”, food banks, soup kitchens,
etc. In April 2018, there were 8 care homes, 5 nurseries and 5 “other” that were non-compliant.

3 Government Chemist Biennial Conference

I was asked to present at the GC Biennial Conference in June 2018. Among other outcomes, the Deputy GC has
offered help in achieving our recommendation in our Horizon Scanning Project Report (Jan 2018) to set up a UK Food
Security (a recommendation we have repeated in our submission to the National Food Strategy Call for Evidence) and
we were able to call upon the Association of Public Analysts for the section on food safety, assurance and integrity in our
Response to the draft London Food Strategy (see 13 below) which led in turn to Towards a Birmingham Food Strategy
(see 12 below) presented to the Interim DPH.

4 Belfast Summit on Global Food Integrity: The Hand That Feeds (THTF): A musical about food crime

I was invited as a guest to the Belfast Summit in May 2018. I also gave a well-attended Lightning Talk about the
food crime musical in Birmingham which included giving twelve much-prized, worn-all-day T-shirts, with our name
emblazoned on each, to Professor Chris Elliott among others.
The Summit gave me the opportunity to meet and talk with many of the 650 delegates from all over the world. It was
there I learned the impact on British Pepper of their participation in the Elliott Review Birmingham in 2014; their
business is now a world leader because of the relationship they forged then.

5 Blogpost series: Food system dynamics

This is a series of four blogposts all on the theme of who does and who doesn’t make a good living in the sector, part
of our continuing economic analysis. It begins with interviews with Simon Beckett of Beckett’s Farm at Wythall, one on
BBC Radio 4’s Farming Today, the other for the Elliott Review Birmingham, followed by one with Kim Kettle (of Long
Clawson Dairy and his concerns about the economics of primary production, and another with Parveen Mehta, the
Operations Director of Minor Weir and Willis (HQ in Witton) his concerns about the global competition for food.

6 Community Choices: Changing diets, changing landscapes

In 2017-18 we were asked to join Rothamstead Research and others on an application for research funding on a
Community Choices programme to Global Food Security (GFS), in which Birmingham would be as a ‘laboratory’
working with our links within the Castle Vale community, established through their involvement in the food crime
musical (see 18 below). In GFS’s highly competitive field, this application was not selected at the final stage. During
2018-19, we therefore refocussed our thinking into discrete Action Research projects.
Action Research: UEA, IBM, Impact Hub, Podnosh, Castle Vale & Bartley Green

7 Approaches from IBM and from the University of East Anglia (UEA) Business School (who have access to point of
sale (POS) supermarket data, led us to consider another project, again exploring how data can be mediated to inform
local communities in their POS decision-making, this time in East Anglia as well as here in Birmingham. We expanded
our communities to include Bartley Green (see 23 below) and the Millennial generation via a partnership with Impact
Hub Birmingham. Impact Hub also brought in data analysis capability. We also involved Podnosh, who have capability
in both community engagement (see 23 below) and in designing apps. At a partner meeting at UEA to which a senior
supermarket executive was present, our suspicions that POS data would not be available for a project designed to reduce
consumer spend on VAT-rated POS products was confirmed. We had, however, anticipated this (see 8 & 21 below).

8 CMO 2018 report & LSHTM BMJ proposition

A third of the recommendations in CMO’s 2018 Report were about food, and two more were indirectly related to it.
We consulted with one of the authors of Chapter 8, Professor Mark Petticrew about whether or not the CMO was
aware that VAT is a precise mechanism to identify vested corporate interests damaging human and planetary health. He
doubted she was, was keen to see the notion disseminated, and recommended we write an article for the BMJ. Two
(then, but not now) Board members, Professors John Middleton and Jim Parle worked with Kate Cooper to compile this.
(We hope publication asap; meanwhile the CMO, informed of this work, mentions VAT in her final report.)

9 The Game: Local design & delivery

Concerned about the huge risks facing food supplies (see 16, 25), and the lack of supply risk assessment and
resilience plans locally, we designed, piloted and delivered The Game, a scenarios thinking tool. Five people were
involved in its design, all but one local.
Over 40 people have played it in Birmingham with backgrounds ranging from local researchers and the N8 Global
Resilience team to the Wellcome Trust, from local councillors to City Council officers, from the WMP to the GFS, from
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SMEs leaders to senior executives in large food sector businesses, from farmer to environmental health officer. All have a
connection with the city or region, nearly all live and work here.

10 Briefing Note: Risk and resilience
This Briefing Note, highlighting the lack of understanding about the food chain, was an outcome from November
2018 playing of The Game. It has has links to two videos, both made by us, here and here.

11 Towards a Birmingham Food Strategy
For us, the jury is still out about whether or not a Birmingham Food Strategy is worth more than the paper it might be
printed on, the consultative process we undertook to produce our response to the draft London Food Strategy (see 12)
enabled us to suggest a framework for such a strategy, and identify some local challenges it could address, which we
presented to Becky Pollard, the interim DPH.

12 Our response to the draft London Food Strategy
We responded to the Mayor’s Office request for comments for two reasons: First, our earlier work, plus a review of
the London Food Strategy of ten years earlier, led us to think our contribution could be of value to Sadiq Khan’s team.
Secondly, we recognised that our thinking process in compiling it would have value in consideration of a Birmingham
food strategy. As well as our Board, we took account of the expertise of nine local people, plus a further five from across
the UK, as well as the Association of Public Analysts Council members.

13 Inside Government: Conference on Food Security

We were honoured to be invited out of the blue to speak at an Inside Government meeting in London. As well as
learning a great deal and making good contacts, it was a specific opportunity to set up a meeting with the new GFS
Director (see 15), to recruit another speaker, Professor Sarah Gurr, to our Panel of Experts as well as put Birmingham
further on the map as a city where interesting work on and about food happens.

14 Global Food Security UK (GFS)
We met with Riaz Bhunnoo and his team to discuss possible funding streams for action research (see 7 above).
They’re keen for us to collaborate with UK research bodies. (We are deciding whether or not to apply for funding under
their current call. If we do, it would involve action research in collaboration with local universities.) We still have an
excellent working relationship with the former GFS Director, Professor Tim Benton.

15 The Game: National delivery

Request have come to deliver The Game in London, possibly in collaboration with the FSA and law firm, Osborne
Clark, both of which have offered to host. (We’ve yet to capitalise on these invitations as our capacity will be taken up in
the short-term by design and delivery for you locally.)

16 Report: Global risks to UK food supplies
Having created a video (see 27) to support delivery of The Game, we compiled this report Global risks to UK food
supplies. It has the scientific evidence behind the video, and recommends three sets of actions regarding local resilience
on the light of four interlinked global risks to UK food supplies. Professor Sarah Gurr (see 13 above) was particularly
helpful to us in compiling the report.

17 The Birmingham India Nutrition Initiative (BINDI)

Adrian Phillips invited is to the inaugural and subsequent meetings about the BINDI project. We were then and still
are uncertain about its purpose.
We were surprised by the Pune delegation’s apparent lack of concern about food security. Yet if you were alive in 1970s
Maharashtra, you’ve had lived experience of famine and the ensuing starvation of many thousands — so includes some
of the Pune delegation, and some Birmingham citizens, (some of whom I was working with at the time). In 2016,
26,000 Maharashtra villages suffered absolute water scarcity, relying on truck supplies. This year’s heatwave and the
monsoon floods badly affected Pune and surrounding areas.
Also of concern were statements by some people from both Pune and Birmingham, about a relaxation of food
regulation standards. Their equivalent of DPH was not one of them; although her English wasn’t fluent enough to
counter the argument, she was grateful that I did. (Our work with Professor Elliott has drawn attention to widespread
food adulteration in India and, too, the health challenges associated with the consumption of rice grown within the
Himalayan watershed with its unsafe arsenic levels.) We here in Birmingham could learn from these experiences, as we
could from their testing programme of nutrition levels in children. (fyi: Warwick Med School Professor Saravanan was
present and his work duly noted then.)
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18 The Hand That Feeds: A musical about food crime

We applied for ACE funding to create and pilot a score, libretto and stage instructions for use in schools and youth
organisations under a Creative Commons license. We were unsuccessful this time.

19 The Graffeati Project at Kings Heath Dining Club
In collaboration with NCASS and the Kings Heath Dining Club, we commissioned the live creation of two portable
graffiti installations in front of thousands in Highbury Park in July 2018, along with two young creative arts in the city to
take a series of images and make a video about the event. Its message was #KnowWhatYouEat, part of our work to
raise awareness of food adulteration and food crime.

20 Birmingham: City of 1000 meals
In 2015-16, we ran a feasibility study on a project we called A Geography of Birmingham in 100 meals, its purpose being
to draw strangers together through the sharing of family meals. Its purpose was to add to the ‘social glue’ that sharing
food generates, and generate a snap-shot record of food provenance and food culture within the city. Owinbg to other
work, we put this admirable project on the back burner until Mark Laurie, one of the NCASS directors, joined our
Board. the project over 2018-19 morphed into Birmingham: a City of 1000 meals. With an NCASS-led setting of street
food, its purpose is still fundamentally the same. We plan to apply for the HLF funding later this year or early next.

21 Archetypal Household Project
The Archetypal Household Project is a three stage data research and arts commission. Most of the first two stages
were completed by the end of 2018-19. (We’re currently applying for funding for the third stage, and received an
enthusiastic response when we discussed it ACE.)

22 WMCA obesity consultation
Andrew Young interviewed me as part of WMCA consultation on obesity, on the recommendation of several others.

23 Podnosh and the Bartley Green Community Project
We partner Podnosh on this community engagement project funded by Awards for All, as it gives us a social network
and a specific insight intoBartley Green for our other projects (e.g. see 7 and 21 above)

24 The Empire Remains: An arts installation by Grand Union

In November 2018, we were approached by Grand Union in Digbeth, anArts Council ‘Profile’ organisation to act as
a (paid) consultant on their upcoming installation of The Empire Remains during 2019-20.

25 Video: An apple a day
In response to widespread lack of understanding about the scale of what it takes to feed a population, we made this
cheery little video about a big subject: An apple a day. As well as being on our YouTube channel, it’s useful in presentations.

26 Video: Strange New World

We made this video to use as part of the introduction to The Game and also use it, or edited versions of it, in other
presentations. (see also 9, 15 and 16 above).
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